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Question 1 

Gene’s Makeup 

Rights may subsist in the makeup if it is found to be a work. It could potentially be an 

artistic work (AW): painting.1 'Painting' is not defined in the statute. The plain meaning of 

'painting' is 'a product of painting', especially 'a work produced through the art of painting', 

while the definition of 'paint' is 'a mixture of a pigment and a suitable liquid to form a 

closely adherent coating when spread on a surface in a thin coat'.2 The white and black 

substances in the video appear to be 'paint', especially as Gene also calls the black 

substance 'paint' in the video. Thus, given that face-painting is a well-established artistic 

painting practice, the makeup is likely to constitute 'a work produced through the art of 

painting'. 

The makeup could also be a work of artistic craftsmanship (WAC).3 The 'artistic' 

component is readily satisfied as it is clearly 'aesthetic' in nature,4 and its 'artistic 

expression, in its form, is unconstrained by functional considerations'5 - the makeup 

serves no function apart from aesthetic appeal. The 'craftsmanship' component is also 

satisfied, as makeup artistry is 'a calling requiring special skill and knowledge, especially 

a manual art'.6 

There is a question regarding whether the red tongue is its own work, or a component of 

the makeup. Akin to how short single sentences and short phrases are insufficiently 

substantial to constitute literary works,7 a red tongue itself is likely to be too insubstantial 

to be its own work. 

1 CA s 10(a) 
2 Merriam-Webster dictionary 
3 CA s 10(c) 
4 Reed 
5 Burge 
6 Reed 
7 Pacific Technologies  
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Question 2 

Beth’s Hello Kissy Toy 

Beth resides in Australia. In creating the toy, she infringed on the exclusive rights of the 

owners of the following AWs by reproducing them.47 

Makeup 

The toy reproduces the makeup if it has a sufficient degree of 'objective similarity' with a 

substantial part of the makeup.48  

The toy contains the following objective similarities: 

● White face

● The black shapes around the eyes that are filled in black and are similarly-shaped

(spiked ridges that curve towards the centre of face etc.)

● The black inverted triangle on forehead

● Red tongue (although we do not know that it is the same shade, as the facts do

not provide a visual image of it).

The exact shape of the black shapes and triangles are slightly different, and the red 

tongue could potentially be a different shade. However, these differences are not 

significant - in particular, the shapes of the black shapes and the triangles are similarly 

slightly different between the video demonstration and the photograph. Therefore, these 

differences do not stop the similarities from having a sufficient degree of ‘objective 

similarity’. 

The similarities constitute the entirety of the makeup apart from the lips (which are only a 

minor component of the overall makeup), reproducing features that make the makeup 

47 CA s 36(1) 
48 EMI 
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Tribute 

To embody a design is to ‘give a material or discernible form to an abstract principle or 

concept’.83 As the tribute embodies the design of the cake in a three-dimensional manner, 

it embodies the corresponding design. 

The tribute will not be a copyright infringement, whether or not it ‘reproduces’ the 

photograph. If it did reproduce the photograph, then s 75 operates. If it did not reproduce 

the photograph, then there is no copyright infringement. 

Question 5 

Claim for Design Infringement 

As the design of the cake was not registered, there cannot be a design infringement. 

Claim for Copyright Infringement 

Section 77 Defence 

Section 77 provides a defence to copyright infringement where a corresponding design 

has not been registered. The photograph here is an AW and the corresponding design 

(the cake) has not been registered under DA - satisfying s 77(1)(a) and s 77(1)(d). 

It is uncertain whether the design has been ‘applied industrially’. Sanrio has proceeded 

to make and sell the 30cm high versions of the cake to the public. The difference in size 

from the original (which was 3m) could mean that the design is not being ‘applied’. The 

regulatory definition of ‘applied’ is ‘the design is reproduced on or in the article in the 

course of the production of the article’.84 A ‘reproduction’ involves a sufficient degree of 

'objective similarity' to a substantial part.85 As previously stated, the height of the cake is 

83 Polo 
84 Copyright Regulations 2017 (Cth) Reg.12(3)(b) 
85 EMI 
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